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Abstract: Problem statement: Hiding secret information in an ordinary mobile phone Simple
Message Service (SMS). Approach: In mobile phones, there are two default types of fonts, System
and Proportional fonts, which have similar figures to human vision and cannot recognized by human
eye. The suggested method hides the information (0,1) in cover SMS message by changing the fonts of
each character by one of those two fonts (0 represented by System font and 1 represented by
Proportional fonts). After embedding secret information in cover message, the Stego message will look
like an ordinary message but each character draw in one of these similarity fonts. Finally, at extract
site, it must analyze each character font to retrieve secret information. This study has been
implemented by J2ME (Java 2 Micro Edition) programming language to works in mobile (cellular)
phones. Results: By using two similarity fonts, we can hide one bit in one character of mobile phone
message. Conclusion: Good steganography depends on the human behavior and way of thinking. The
most successful hiding method is the uncommon one. Although the proposed method is simple but it is
unthinkable one and needs knowledge and experience to be discovered.
Key words: Steganography hides, text hiding, mobile phone, message service, proposed method, text
steganography, proportional fonts, secret message
INTRODUCTION
Steganography is a Greek word which means
“covered writing” and can trace its origins as far back
as 440 B.C. (Petitcolas et al., 1999). Steganography, in
today’s electronic era, is the ability of hiding
Fig.1: Steps of steganography
information in redundant bits of any unremarkable
cover media, so nobody notice the existence of the
The embedding process creates a stego medium by
secret information. Its objective is to keep the secret
hiding secret data in cover medium (for example,
message undetectable without destroying the cover
replacing the redundant bits) (Provos and Honeyman,
media. Steganography replaces unneeded bits in image,
2003). Figure 1 shows the main steps of steganography.
sound and text files with secret data. Instead of
The present study offers a new method for hiding
protecting data the way encryption does, steganography
information in text of SMS. We uses two default similar
hides the existence of the data (Provos and Honeyman,
types
of
fonts
FACE_SYSTEM
and
FACE_PROPORTIONAl which J2ME supplies in
2003). Most of the steganography study has been
canvas class for implementing the hidden purpose in
carried out on pictures (Chandramouli and Memon,
mobile phones.
2001; Shirali, 2005) video clips (Doërr and Dugelay,
The related studies in hiding text are line shifting
2003; Doërr and Dugelay, 2004), music and sounds
(Low et al., 1995), Word Shifting (Kim et al., 2003),
(Gopalan, 2003). Text steganography is the most
semantic methods feature coding (Rabah, 2004),
difficult kind of steganography (Brassil et al., 1995)
Abbreviation (Bender et al., 1996), Open Spaces
this is due largely to the relative lack of redundant
(Huang and Yan, 2000), Persian/Arabic Text
information in a text file as compared with a picture or
steganography (Shirali-Shahreza and Shirali-Shahreza,
a sound file (Bender et al., 1996).
2006) and hiding dynamic and static text within a
The information-hiding process in a steganography
cover-text (Riad et al., 2009). The methods which study
on hiding data in SMS are Stealth Steganography in
system begins by identifying a cove r medium.
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SMS, which steganography in the pictures of SMS
messages (Shirali-Shahreza, 2006) and Text
Steganography in SMS which use and develop
abbreviation text steganography with the use of the
invented language of SMS-Texting (Shirali-Shahreza
and Shirali-Shahreza, 2007).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Hiding (Embedding) Side: In order to hide text, there
are many algorithms interest in texture inclusion.
Hiding the information inside text is different from one
human language to another, for example, the inclusion
in Arabic language not necessary to be applicable on
English sentence and the reverse is true. The example
below simplifies one that used. Remember, the
proposed method uses two types of fonts that the J2ME
supplies it in “canvas class”:
Example: Let the secret message is: run Which will
represented as: 10001 10100 01101, this according to
the position order of the character in alphabet (i.e., a =
0, b = 1, c = 2,….. z = 25).
Let the cover text is: this is my program notices that
the cover text must consist of at least 15 letters; this
depends on the number of bits that represent the secret
message (run) (each secret letter represented by five
bits). Figure 2 shows the result of proposed system
when it implemented.

Fig. 2: Proposed hiding system

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The result is as the original text but the letter (T)
painted in Proportional font type because it hides the bit
(1) and other painted in System font type that hide the
bit (0) and so on for the rest letters. Now the SMS of
the sender is ready to be sent. When the legal receiver
gets the SMS message, it must analyze the letters and
extract the bits and collect them to retrieve the secret
message, as follows:
Extract (retrieval) side: For the purpose of retrieving
the secret message, we will use J2ME's function called
get face () to analyze the font. The method of extract
will be as follow:
Test each character of received text and return its
font face using get face () function. If the font face for
this character is System, this means that the bit of the
hidden secret message character is (0). If the font face
is Proportional this means that the another secret bit is
(1) and so on for five characters to retrieve one hide
character, since we are hides every character of the
secret message in five characters of the cover
message. After continue on the rest of the characters,
we will get back the secret message. Figure 3 shows
the result of implementation.
As a result the cover text will be shown like the
original one for the viewers but each character
will be drawn in a particular font in a way that don't
arouse suspicion.
CONCLUSION
The proposed system can be defined as a secret
key steganography system. There is a secret key
between the sender and the receiver. The stego key
represented by using two types of fonts in J2ME, for
example “System and Proportional”. Without
knowledge of the stego key, the receiver cannot
extract the original message.
The similarity between the cover text and stego
text can be considered very well because using two
suitable types of fonts.
As a future work, the suggested method can be
apply in computer text, which have many similar fonts
in its figure and can hide more bits in cover message by
using three or more fonts for characters.
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